MI-Excel
Collaborative Partner
Meeting
September 6, 2019

Agenda


9:00 – 9:25 – Welcome and Connector



9:25 – 10:00 – MI-Excel Survey Results – Kiel McQueen, Basis Policy Research



10:00 – 10:30 – Cyber Schools – Tammy Hatfield



10:30 – 10:45 – Break



10:45 - 11:00 – MI-Excel SSoS Updates – Bill Witt



11:00 – 11:15 – Partnership Office Update – Bill Pearson



11:15 – 11:45 – Blueprint Services Update – Jen Sell and Beth Brophy



11:45 – 12:00 – MICIP Update and Conclusion – Ben Boerkoel



12:00 - Adjourn
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Working Agreements
●
●
●

●

●
●

Listen to understand.
Own your own point of view.
Respect this as a safe place.
Respect the amount of time we have for this
important work.
Respond to ideas, not people.
Presume positive intentions.
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“Hope is passion for what is possible.”
Soren Kierkegaard

About what are you hopeful/passionate about
this year? What fuels that hope or passion?
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2018-19 MI Excel Implementation Survey:
Preliminary Findings
Kiel McQueen
Basis Policy Research

Presentation Overview

MI Excel SSoS Implementation Survey
1. Evidence of Implementation
2. Perceptions of Technical Support

What evidence is available to indicate if the RAG District Service Plans were implemented with fidelity? To
what extent are strategies implemented as planned?
Elementary schools are underrepresented in the survey sample while Elementary-MS schools are
overrepresented; survey responses are mostly comparable across remaining CSI school characteristics.

Response Breakdown by
School Type
Elementary

CSI Schools
(n=147)
7%

% Responses
(n=84)
32%

Elementary-MS

31%

10%

Elementary-HS

13%

11%

MS

4%

8%

MS-HS`

15%

14%

HS
City

30%
63%

25%
60%

Rural

6%

9%

Suburb
Town
General Education
Alternative Education

30%
1%
66%
34%

30%
1%
72%
28%

What evidence is available to indicate if the RAG District Service Plans were implemented with fidelity? To
what extent are strategies implemented as planned?
The survey is based on a conceptual framework suggesting adherence to strategies listed in the service
plan is likely influenced by a series of moderators that might help explain variation in implementation.

Moderators of Adherence
1.
2.
3.
4.

Differentiation;
Quality of Delivery;
Participant
Responsiveness;
Complexity;

Adherence to Listed Strategies

RAG District Service Plan
Strategies

The extent to which
implemented strategies realized
planned:
1. Content (activities, methods
of delivery, knowledge,
skills, resources);
2. Frequency;
3. Duration;
4. Coverage

Modified conceptual framework from Carroll et al. (2007)

Select-School,
Teacher, &
Student
Outcomes.

What evidence is available to indicate if the RAG District Service Plans were implemented with fidelity? To
what extent are strategies implemented as planned?
Most participants believe what schools committed to in service plan accounted for several important
moderators of implementation fidelity. Slight variation in perceptions of implementation existed by role.

Overall
(n=78)
100%
97%
96%
95%
95%
94%
92%
91%

BA
(n=43)
100%
98%
98%
91%
95%
95%
100%
93%

DA
(n=16)
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
88%
88%
94%

IF
(n=19)
100%
95%
89%
100%
89%
95%
79%
84%

…was deliberately aligned to other school improvement initiatives.

91%

93%

88%

89%

…was different from prior years’ school improvement strategies.

22%

14%

25%

37%

What [this school]^ committed to in the service plan…
… was relevant to the immediate needs of the school.
…had a high probability of improving student achievement.
…had the support of building administration.
…had the support of district administration.
…could be effectively implemented.
…targeted areas most critical to improving student achievement.
…was feasible to implement.
…had the support of building faculty.

Note: n-count is based on respondents who reported having some familiarity with what the CSI school
committed to in the service plan.

What evidence is available to indicate if the RAG District Service Plans were implemented with fidelity? To
what extent are strategies implemented as planned?
On average, participants believe the strategies listed in the service plan were implemented as intended
across most elements of adherence. Some variation in perceptions of implementation existed by role.

Overall
(n=76)

BA
(n=41)

DA
(n=16)

IF
(n=19)

…were aligned to the service plan.

96%

95%

94%

100%

…addressed relevant content.

96%

98%

88%

100%

…addressed relevant skills.

96%

95%

94%

100%

…provided relevant resources.

89%

88%

88%

95%

…included appropriate participants.

89%

93%

94%

79%

…included the expected amount of professional learning.

86%

85%

88%

84%

…were effectively delivered.

86%

88%

81%

84%

…included the expected amount of district support.

80%

88%

81%

63%

…were aligned to other, non-RAG funded supports.

76%

71%

75%

89%

…occurred as frequently as planned.

75%

83%

88%

47%

…lasted for as long as planned.

75%

80%

88%

53%

The strategies [this school]^ implemented:

Note: n-count is based on respondents who reported having some familiarity with the implementation of strategies
listed in the CSI service plan.

What evidence is available to indicate if the RAG District Service Plans were implemented with fidelity? To
what extent are strategies implemented as planned?

What do these result make you think
about as they relate to your work?
What might these results mean for your
work moving forward?

What evidence is available to indicate if the RAG District Service Plans were implemented with fidelity? To
what extent are strategies implemented as planned?
Eigenvalues represent the correlation between the individual variable and construct; higher the loading,
more relevant in defining the construct. Feasibility, administration support, and targeted + relevant areas
are particularly important.

What [this school]^ committed to in the service plan…

Eigenvalues

…was feasible to implement.

0.80

…had the support of building administration.

0.79

…targeted areas most critical to improving student achievement.

0.77

… was relevant to the immediate needs of the school.

0.76

…had a high probability of improving student achievement.

0.75

…had the support of district administration.

0.73

…was deliberately aligned to other school improvement initiatives.

0.67

…could be effectively implemented.

0.65

…had the support of building faculty.

0.64

…was different from prior years’ school improvement strategies.

-0.22

Factor = Implementation Moderators

What evidence is available to indicate if the RAG District Service Plans were implemented with fidelity? To
what extent are strategies implemented as planned?
Addressing relevant skills + content, quality of delivery, including expected amount of PL + appropriate
participants, and alignment to service plan are particularly relevant to this construct.

The strategies [this school]^ implemented:

Eigenvalues

…addressed relevant skills.

0.88

…addressed relevant content.

0.87

……were effectively delivered.

0.85

…included the expected amount of professional learning.

0.84

…included appropriate participants.

0.83

…were aligned to the service plan.

0.82

…included the expected amount of district support.

0.81

…provided relevant resources.

0.80

…lasted for as long as planned.

0.79

…were aligned to other, non-RAG funded supports.

0.76

…occurred as frequently as planned.

0.76

Factor = Implementation Fidelity

What evidence is available to indicate if the RAG District Service Plans were implemented with fidelity? To
what extent are strategies implemented as planned?
Results suggest a moderate relationship exists between implementation moderators and implementation
fidelity.

-- Correlation --

Implementation Fidelity

Implementation Moderators

0.48

What evidence is available to indicate if the RAG District Service Plans were implemented with fidelity? To
what extent are strategies implemented as planned?

What do these result make you think
about as they relate to your work?
What might these results mean for your
work moving forward?

What is the type of technical support needed to generate improvement in local district performance?
Result suggest that despite perceiving certain areas as particularly important, participants report CSI
schools received less technical assistance in these areas in 2018-19.

How important is it for [your
building]^ to receive technical
assistance in the following areas?

In the past year, did [your
building]^ receive technical
assistance in any of the following
areas?

Building Leadership

92%

56%

Social Emotional Learning

91%

32%

Literacy Curriculum & Instruction

91%

48%

School Culture and Climate

91%

53%

Mathematics Curriculum & Instruction

90%

38%

Multi-Tiered Systems of Support

88%

34%

Data and Assessment

84%

53%

Family and Community Engagement

82%

17%

Professional Learning Communities

80%

38%

Wraparound Services

80%

16%

Cultural Competence for Equity and Inclusion

79%

14%

School & District Systems

77%

41%

Supporting Diverse Learners (i.e., English Language
Learners, Students with Exceptionalities)

73%

14%

What does this data tell you about the kind of technical assistance
provided compared to its level of importance?

What is the type of technical support needed to generate improvement in local district performance?
Results suggest participants were more likely to receive the type(s) of technical assistance they perceive as
important to facilitating school improvement.

What does
this data tell
you about
the type of
technical
assistance
received
compared to
its level of
importance?

How important is it for
[your building]^ to
receive the following
types of technical
assistance ?

In the past year,
what types of
technical assistance
did [your building]^
receive?

In-person consultation (e.g., consultant addresses a specific topic or skill)

93%

72%

Ongoing coaching and mentoring

93%

76%

In-Person Professional Learning (e.g., one-time workshop, trainings occur over
time)

89%

69%

Peer network (e.g., group of administrators organized by outside agency)

79%

25%

Regional, state, or national conferences

78%

38%

Resource Dissemination (e.g., ISD- or MDE-provide resources to districts/schools)

76%

41%

Peer observations (e.g., building administrator observes other building admin)

75%

15%

Observational visits to other schools

69%

28%

Observational visits to other districts

67%

7%

Online Professional Learning (e.g., MOOCs, webinars)

63%

28%

Remote consultation (e.g., consultation occurs via web-based platform)

57%

24%

Professional Membership

55%

10%

Independent Study (e.g., book study, research review)

52%

8%

Micro-credentialing (e.g., certification demonstrating mastery in a specific skill)

44%

6%

University course(s) related to your role

40%

3%

What is the type of technical support needed to generate improvement in local district performance?

What do these result make you think about
as they relate to your work?
What might these results mean for your
work moving forward?

Evolving MI Excel SSoS Implementation Survey Moving Forward

1. Expand Participant Rosters
- Building personnel contributing to service plan;
- District personnel beyond superintendent;
- IF(s) / ISD Team
2. Shorten Survey (~10 min)
- Consolidate questions;
- Keep questions most pertinent to evaluation
3. Administer Late Spring (mid-April to mid-June)
4. Expand participant recruitment strategy

How else might we increase participation rates?

Support for Cyber Schools
Tammy Hatfield

Cyber School Legislation


380.522 is the section that addresses contract language and issuance of a school code for cyber schools (6E)



(2) Subject to the limitations in this subsection and subsections (14) and (15), an authorizing body may issue contracts
under this subsection for 1 or more schools of excellence that are cyber schools. The combined total number of contracts
issued by all statewide authorizing bodies under this subsection for schools of excellence that are cyber schools shall not
exceed 15. The board of a school district, an intermediate school board, the board of a community college that is not a
statewide authorizing body, or 2 or more public agencies acting jointly as described in subsection (6)(e) may not act as the
authorizing body for more than 1 school of excellence that is a cyber school. An authorizing body shall not issue a contract
for a school of excellence that is a cyber school unless the school of excellence that is a cyber school meets all of the
following requirements:



(a) Is available for enrollment to all pupils in this state.



(b) Offers some configuration of or all of grades K to 12.



(c) The entity applying for the school of excellence that is a cyber school demonstrates experience in delivering a quality
education program that improves pupil academic achievement. In determining whether this requirement is met, an
authorizing body shall refer to the standards for quality online learning established by the national association of charter
school authorizers or other similar nationally recognized standards for quality online learning.



(d) The enrollment in the school of excellence that is a cyber school is limited to not more than 2,500 pupils in membership
for the first school year of operation of the school of excellence that is a cyber school, not more than 5,000 pupils in
membership for the second school year of operation of the school of excellence that is a cyber school, and not more than
10,000 pupils in membership for the third and subsequent school years of operation of the school of excellence that is a
cyber school. As used in this subdivision, "membership" means that term as defined in section 6 of the state school aid act of
1979, MCL 388.1606.



(e) The school of excellence that is a cyber school offers each pupil's family a computer and subsidizes the cost of internet
access

Current Cyber Schools


Great Lakes Cyber School (CMU)



Insight School of Michigan (CMU)



WAY Michigan (CMU)



LifeTech Academy (Eaton Rapids Public Schools)



Michigan Connections Academy (FSU)



Michigan Online School (Gobles Public School District)



Michigan Virtual Charter Academy (Hazel Park School District)



iCademy Global (LSSU)



Michigan Great Lakes Virtual Academy (Manistee Area Public Schools)



Highpoint Virtual Academy of Michigan (Mesick Consolidated Schools)



Michigan International Prep School (Ovid-Elsie Area School District)



Lighthouse Connections Academy (Oxford Community Schools)



Uplift Michigan Academy (Stephenson Area Public Schools)



Success Virtual Learning Centers of Michigan (Vestaburg Community Schools)

School Quality


Must have a vendor for instruction



Must have a vendor that is modeled after a successful online platform



Must submit an iNACOL to evidence success



Must have certified teachers

Cyber Expectations


Students must demonstrate they have had access to 1098 hours



Students cannot be excluded because they have an IEP



Students must log into at least one class on count day



Students should register at the school site or a tutoring center



Students should residents of Michigan

Other Expectations


Cyber Schools are public schools that must meet all minimum
educational expectations



Students must participate in state testing



Cyber schools are eligible for state and federal funding



Student attendance is measured by participation in scheduled
courses and can be completed in a variety of options



Cyber schools have three levels of accountability; authorizer, school
board and management organization

Public School Academy Staff
Questions about cyber schools can be directed to:
Neil Beckwith

517-241-4833

Dr. Susan Langdon

517-335-2774

Jill Thompson

517-241-6960

Michelle Watkins

517-241-6964

Tammy Hatfield

517-335-2797



Invite cyber schools to a conversation regarding their needs and ascertain the
level of interest in providing on-going opportunities for collaboration.
Initially could be broad-based but could move to characteristic-alike groups.



Make supports for cyber schools an on-going agenda item at Partnership
Meetings.



Identify successful cyber schools to learn what strategies are working.



Connect with other states through the Council of Chief State School Officers
(CCSSO) to learn from other states.



Connect with national cyber school/competency-based education
organizations, e.g. iNACOL.



MDE cross-department conversations regarding support for cyber schools as
well as for ISDs/ESAs who are supporting these schools. (This is already
underway.)



Publicizing instructional opportunities resulting from taking the Surveys of
Enacted Curriculum.



Initiate a conversation with MDE accountability, pupil accounting, and truancy
regarding those issues.

MI-Excel Statewide System of Support
Bill Witt

RAG and TAG Update


TAG Updates



RAG Allowability Updates



RAG Service Plan Updates



RAG End of Year Report Updates



Coordination of Services Document

Technical Assistance Grant


Calhoun will focus solely on the Blueprint going forward



Eligible districts are encouraged to use RAG funds for GELN/MAISA literacy
support where there is data-based need



All districts are encouraged to use Title I/II funds as appropriate for
GELN/MAISA literacy support



MICIP will address assessing needs

RAG Allowability
➢

All schools in the eligible district (the district has CSI, which determines the
allocation) may benefit from RAG funds. However, the focus should be on
district-wide initiatives or systems work that benefits all students.

➢

All budget items will still be reviewed for allowability, reasonable and
necessary, etc. as in the past. “What” remains similar, but “who” has changed.

➢

Service Plan: Choose “District-Wide Initiative” in the school drop down menu
for any support or service that is not specific to a certain CSI building (more on
that shortly).

Implementation Facilitator is No Longer
Required
➢

The Implementation Facilitator position is optional and at the discretion of the
ISD/ESA and the district. In other words, you and the district decide if you
need to name an IF vs. assigning staff to work with a district in accordance
with ISD/ESA guidelines and procedures, however

➢

Ultimately the district will have the final say if they want an IF assigned.

Implementation Facilitator is No Longer
Required
All expectations on reporting, budgeting, providing services, communication with
partnership PAL, etc. remain the same, you just aren’t required to have an
identified “Implementation Facilitator.” This is an effort to reduce duplication of
effort, primarily in partnership districts.

Multi-Year Subscriptions Can be
Considered
➢

Multi-year subscriptions/service agreements can be now be considered as
allowable expenditures, provided there are savings over a year to year
contract AND the length of the contract does not exceed the identification
cycle (not more than three years OR however long the qualifying CSI school
has left in the current cycle). In other words, the service contract length

may not exceed the time the district/school is eligible for service.
➢

The 2019-20 budget request/application submission should include the
length of the requested subscription and the pro-rated dollar amount for

the current grant cycle.

What About Carryover?


In the past we’ve allowed carryover to support released schools. Given we are
entering the second year of ESSA accountability and supports, focus should
turn to ATS and TSI schools.



In other words, we’d rather you prioritize carryover dollars as a means to
support ATS and TSI schools

‘19-’20 Award Amounts


The State Title I award for 19-20 has decreased by approximately 4%
from last year.



When this happens, a special rule under Title I, Part A, Section 1003(h) comes
into effect.

‘19-’20 Award Amounts


That rule requires the State to adjust the Section 1003(a) reservation for
identified schools (RAG and TAG funding source) to account for “hold
harmless” allocations to those local districts with Title I allocations that
increased from the prior year.



That resulted in a 5% reduction in RAG awards for 19-20. In other words, your
adjusted allocation will be 95% of the 18-19 awards.

RAG Service Plan Updates


Updated to reflect Blueprint as the only option from the TAG/SWFT



Must be submitted in Excel format. This is critical for data aggregation
necessary for MDE’s annual program reporting submission to USED AND for
BPR’s evaluation.



Other file formats such as PDF and Word will not be accepted and will be
returned.



Excel will auto populate building and district codes (also critical for data
submission and the evaluation)

IMPORTANT!


Do not leave any fields blank for each support you are entering into the
service plan (let me show you what we mean…)



Service plans with blank fields in the support line will be returned.



This is also critical for the annual data submission and the evaluation.

End of Year Report Update


Revised/simplified format to align with service plans



Must be submitted in Excel format. This is critical for Evaluation!



One report per District



Multiple drop downs



Three tabs



Will do a demonstration at the end

Tab 1 – District Information


Enter District and submitter information

Tab 2 - Successes


Report on successes for support categories and types provided in the service
plan



Brief description of positive impacts – emphasis on data or other evidence
that shows that success

Tab 3 - Challenges


Report on the challenges faced with implementing the supports categories
and types provided in the service plan



Was the challenge isolated to this district, or was it a trend across the
districts you serve?



How would you classify the challenge? (drop downs)



Any additional information you feel is pertinent from your perspective

Coordination of
Services
Updated to reflect TAG changes

Michigan Department of Education
Office of Partnership Districts
Dr. William Pearson, Director
517-284-6970

Gloria Chapman
Assistant Director
517-241-3491
chapmang1@michigan.gov

F.A.S.T. Unit
 Focused
 Assistance
 Support
 Team

&

Purpose
 Provide

intensive, singular support to an identified
Partnership District

 Eliminate
 Be

barriers

a collaborative partner

 Identify
 Align

resources based on needs

resources/supports from the MDE with the
Partnership District

Review of Goal Attainment (RGA) Process
• 18-month RGA Structured
Conferences for Round I
districts occurred during the
2018-19 school year
• 8 districts hosted an 18month structured conference
between January and March
of 2019



18-month RGA Structured Conferences for
Round II and III districts are scheduled for the
2019-20 school year



2 conferences are scheduled for December
2019



3 Conferences are scheduled for January
2020



6 Conferences are schedule for February
2020



10 Conferences are scheduled for March
2020

24-Month Review of Goal Attainment (RGA)
There are three scheduled 24 month RGA’s:


Bridgeport-Spaulding - August 20, 2019



Saginaw Public Schools - October 7, 2019



Detroit Public Schools Community District - October 18, 2019

Office of Partnership Districts
24 Month Review of Goal Attainment
Off-Track Status Requirements Checklist
District: Bridgeport-Spaulding Community Schools
Date of 24 Month Review of Goal Attainment: August 20, 2019
Activity
24-Month RGA Summary provided to the district and
partners by the MDE-OPD
Superintendent and/or School Leaders shall present results
of 24-Month RGA at a Board of Education/Board of
Directors meeting
Community meetings for all stakeholders (partners,
community, students, parents, and families)
Community meetings for all stakeholders (partners,
community, students, parents, and families)

Due Date
September 3, 2019

Date Complete
August 29, 2019

September 20, 2019

September 9, 2019,
6pm

October 20, 2019

Community meetings for all stakeholders (partners,
community, students, parents, and families) - Optional
Community meetings for all stakeholders (partners,
community, students, parents, and families) - Optional
Off-Track Status requires Partnership Districts to do the following:
•Within 30 days of the 24-Month RGA Structured Conference the Superintendent and/or School Leaders shall present results of 24Month RGA at a Board of Education/Board of Directors meeting.
•Hold multiple community meetings for all stakeholders (partners, community, students, parents, and families) over the remainder
of the PA, with the first being held within 60 days of the 24-Month RGA, to inform stakeholders of:
•Results of benchmark attainment
•Progress toward 36-month goals
•District’s steps toward Next Level Accountability
•Clear identification of ISD/RESA support – Section 4, Page 16 of the OPD Comprehensive Guide
•Clear identification of the MDE support – Section 4, Page 16 of the OPD Comprehensive Guide

Evaluation of Partnership Agreement Component Table
DISTRICT STUDENT PERFORMANCE OUTCOME (SPO) GOAL
A district that is successful has:

As evidenced by:

Points Earned

•

Met most student academic and non-academic
performance outcome goals utilizing local district
data

•

Met at least two-thirds (66.7%) of student
academic and non-academic performance
outcome goals utilizing local data

•

45 points

•

Met some of student academic performance
outcome goals utilizing state data

•

Met at least one third (33.3%) of student academic
performance outcome goals utilizing state data

•

30 points

•

All of the district’s partnership CSI school(s)
overall Index values increase from the initial year
value to the final year value

•

All CSI partnership school(s) overall Index score(s)
have increased at least 5% of the initial value
(first year) to the final year value

•

25 points

Evaluation of Partnership Agreement Component Table
PROCESS GOALS AND INDICATORS OF DISTRICT SYSTEMS IMPLEMENTATION AND ACTIONS
A district that is successful has:

As evidenced by:

Points Earned

•

Met most process or system-oriented goals as stated
within the PA

•

Met at least two-thirds (66.7%) of process-oriented
goals

•

35 points

•

Implemented most of the strategies and professional
learning goals and benchmarks as stated in the PA

•

Implementation of at least two-thirds (66.7%) of action
items for strategies and professional learning

•

25 points

•

Implemented most of the actions by the governing
board and district leadership as stated in the PA

•

Implementation of at least two-thirds (66.7%) of action
items for governing board and district leadership

•

20 points

•

Implemented most of the actions by the partnership
district, ISD/RESA, and the MDE as stated in the PA

•

Implementation of at least two-thirds (66.7%) of action
items identified for the Partnership District, ISD/RESA,
and the MDE

•

20 points

The 21(h) Application and Award
Process Highlights
The History


One review level



Four application windows



Scoring Rubrics for 21(h)
application utilized at one review
level

The Future


A newly developed OPD
Comprehensive Guide that


Clearly outlines the application
and funds distribution process via
MEGS+ and CMS,



Defines the Scoring Guidelines at
three distinct review levels,



Provides a comprehensive timeline
of the entire 21(h) application
submission, review, award, and
amendment process

Benton Harbor
Community Engagement Advisory Committee


11 members



Support conducting an assessment and development of an operating plan for
the district within six months



Once the operating plan is complete, the plan will require approval by the
Benton Harbor Area School Board and the State Treasurer

MI Excel Update
Jen Sell and Beth Brophy

Financial Audit
Calhoun ISD was noncompliant


in activities related to allowable costs



in keeping record of who is being paid with Title I grant funds and that funds
were used to only supplement the amount of non-Federal funds. Time and
effort did not properly reflect employees that were working with subscription
districts. It was determined that this had a financial impact of $133,170.34.



in maintaining a separate accounting system and records of grant funds.
There was not separate accounting records for subscription district related
expenses.

Communications






Districts eligible for Sustainability Services


1 Year for districts with previously identified Focus, Priority or TSI schools



$2000 or $4000 depending on district enrollment


Access to Blueprint Online Warehouse



Use of Automated Tools (if you are currently using these tools)



Access to SWFT Online Learning



Participation in Face to Face Professional Learning (district travel and lodging expenses



not included)



8 hours a month of SWFT Facilitator Support

Districts eligible for Contracted Services


ONLY offered to the 10 districts where services were suspended June 20, 2019



Cost will be the actual rate of services

Will send communication to current TSI and ATS Monday

SWFT Guiding Statements 2019-2020


1) The SWFT will build internal capacity to lead systemic change in all
districts and buildings we support.



2) The SWFT will work collaboratively with local ISD/ESAs to capitalize on
individual and collective strengths to support Blueprint districts.

This work is complex and we recognize that the SWFT have an intense focus on
supporting the district with Blueprint systems and routines while local ISD/ESAs
have valuable supports, resources, and experiences from a broader perspective.
Together we plan to bring together the right supports at the right time to help
districts succeed with systemic reconfiguration.

TAG Services for 2019-20


Professional learning and technical assistance for the Blueprint only



No longer providing professional learning or technical assistance for





Early Literacy Schoolwide – Center-wide Practices (GELN)



Assessing Needs will fall under MI CIP work at MDE

SWFT is adjusting and evolving its approach and support based on our
experiences over the last three years and on an expanded research base


More flexibility



More responsive



More intentional capacity building with districts



More collaboration with ISD/ESAs

SWFT Re-framing
 MI

Excel Liaison

 Case

Management vs. Project Management

 Increased
 ISD

Collaboration with ISD/ESAs

Blueprint Professional Learning to build capacity

Why is Collaboration with ISDs so
Important?


No one has all the answers and we are better together than working as
separate silos



ISDs/RESAs have long-term relationships with districts and schools that SWFT
do not



ISDs/RESAs provide valuable information, experience, and vast resources from
a broad perspective



SWFT provides intense focus on systems and routines



WE need each other and the districts need us to work together



The districts need to see our collaboration and be part of that ongoing
collaboration

MICIP Update
Ben Boerkoel

The MICIP Mindset

Continuous Improvement

Whole Child
Systems

The MICIP Process and Cycle

67

MICIP Professional Learning


MICIP Mindset/Overview (Continuous Improvement, Systems, Whole Child)


MDE/OES, OPD and other MDE – Summer, 2019 Webinar






August 15 (9:00 – 10:30 am); August 21 (1:00 – 2:30 pm); September 9 (1:00 – 2:30 pm)

ISDs/ESAs/Districts/Schools Webinars


September 10 – ISD/ESAs (9:30 – 11:00 am and 1:00 – 2:30 pm)



September 18 – Districts/Schools (9:00 – 10:30 am and 1:00 – 2:30 pm)

MICIP 101 – MICIP Process Overview


MDE OES – OES Staff Meeting – September 11



MDE – Face-to-face



ISDs/ESAs





MSIFN – October 8, 9



GELN – October 10



Other

Districts and Schools – Fall, 2019


CI Conference – November 18



Other

MICIP Professional Learning




MICIP 101 – Whole Child


MDE/OES – Webinars, work with individual offices



ISDs/ESAs



Districts and Schools – Webinar, MASCD Module. School Health Consultants after February

MICIP 201 – Digging Deeper into MICIP Processes




MDE/OES, ISDs/ESAs, Districts, Schools - Spring/Summer, 2020

MICIP 201 – Digging Deeper into Whole Child


MDE/OES, ISDs/ESAs, Districts, Schools - Spring/Summer, 2020



MICIP 201 – Other Focus Topics – Spring/Summer, 2020



MICIP Platform


MDE/OES and ISDs/RESAs – August/September, 2020



Districts and Schools – October, 2020

Next Meeting

LCC
West
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Feedback
➢ What

learnings are you taking away from
today’s meeting?

➢ What

questions do you have?

➢ What

suggestions do you have for the
November meeting?
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